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NEW QUESTION: 1
Active discovery methods may impact the platform used for
monitoring.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A
Explanation:
There are two types of discovery methods: active and passive.
Active discovery methods can run processes that are detrimental
and can impact a system.

They normally require an agent.
With passive discovery methods, data is obtained in a
non-impact, non-intrusive manner,
with no agents.
Obtaining and interpreting/presenting data such as this
normally requires more experience.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to prepare the environment to support the planned
changes for App1.
In which order should you perform the actions? (To answer, move
all of the actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order.)
Build List and Reorder:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
"A Composite Solution With Just One Click" - Certification
Guaranteed 16 Microsoft 70-246 Exam
Explanation:
Box 1: Create an IP address pool.
Box 2: Install the provider for the hardware load balancer Box
3: Add a hardware load balancer
Box 4: Create a Virtual IP (VIP) template
Box 5: Copy and modify the App1 service template.
Note:
*(box 1) When you create a static IP address pool for a VM
network, VMM can assign static IP addresses to
Windows-based virtual machines (running on any supported
hypervisor platform) that use the VM network.
By using static IP address pools, IP address management for the
virtual environment is brought within the
scope of the VMM administrator.
*(Box 2, Box 3) Prerequisite for adding a Hardware Load
balancer include:
You must obtain the load balancer provider from the load
balancer vendor, and install the provider on the
VMM management server.
*Setting the load balancer affinity enables you to provide some
control over which load balancer will be
used for a service. This is based on logical network
information. VMM uses this information to determine
the valid static IP address pools that are accessible from both
the load balancer and the host group that the
service tier will be deployed to.
*By adding load balancers to VMM management and by creating
associated virtual IP templates (VIP
templates), users who create services can automatically

provision load balancers when they create and
deploy a service.
*(box 4) A VIP template contains load-balancer-related
configuration settings for a specific type of network
traffic. For example, you can create a template that specifies
the load-balancing behavior for HTTPS traffic
on a specific load balancer by manufacturer and model.
*(box 5) A load balancer must be configured before you deploy a
service. After a service is deployed, you
cannot add a load balancer by updating the service.
Reference: How to Add Hardware Load Balancers in VMM; How to
Create VIP Templates for
"A Composite Solution With Just One Click" - Certification
Guaranteed 17 Microsoft 70-246 Exam Hardware Load Balancers in
VMM; How to Configure a Hardware Load Balancer for a Service
Tier

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click on the calculator icon in the upper left-hand corner. A
customer wants to add a SnapView snapshot to a 500 GiB LUN.
Captured data show that the LUN performs 500 4 KiB IOPs with a
read/write ratio of
3:1. What is the expected initial bandwidth at which data
chunks will be written into the Reserved LUN Pool?
A. 7.813 MiB/s
B. 2.125 MiB/s
C. 500 KiB/s
D. 3.906 MiB/s
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which tool integrates with IBM Rational Developer for System z
to automatically provide problem reports for diagnosing
mainframe application ABEND errors?
A. IBM Rational Team Concert
B. IBM Workload Simulator
C. IBM CICS Interdependency Analyzer
D. IBM Fault Analyzer
Answer: D
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